Kids deserve fun furniture too!

Kid-friendly and kid-tough.

Evette is youth-sized furniture offering the ability to design comfortable and flexible seating arrangements for reception, lounge, and activity areas. Scaled for children’s seating applications and durability-tested for use in heavy-use waiting and activity areas.
Like Eve, this youth-sized version offers the ability to design comfortable and flexible seating arrangements for all sizes of reception and lounge areas. Perfect for elementary and middle school-aged children in pediatrics, schools, places of worship and anywhere youth-sized seating may be needed.

Evette features the same quality construction as the HPFi® full-size Eve product family. It includes many of the same elements such as straight and curved seating, benches and matching tables. Along with the full-size Eve pieces, the youth-sized Evette integrates seamlessly for ganged or independent, freestanding seating.

Evette. Just a “little” addition to our twenty plus reception and lounge furniture series. Built to order in North Carolina.

Designed by IHDG

All HPFi® products in this brochure are certified to level® 2. level, BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture, is a comprehensive and transparent third-party certification program. The level mark attests that the product, our manufacturing facilities and our company have been evaluated against the multi-attribute criteria of the ANSI/Bifma e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard.